Prevalence of malocclusions in the 13-20-year-old categories of football athletes

Abstract: The dentist can offer athletes improvement in their physical performance through the maintenance of oral health, preventing and treating any and all changes in the stomatognathic system, such as dental malocclusions, that compromise the athletes’ performance. The objective of this study is to research the presence of dental malocclusions in athletes of the category between 13 and 20 years of age, from the São Paulo Football Club. 84 athletes participated in this study, dealing with the following topics: molar relation (Angle’s classification); presence of overbite; underbite; overcrowding; abnormal spacing; open bite; and anterior, posterior, bilateral and unilateral crossbite; midline deviation and facial type (mesofacial, brachyfacial and dolichofacial). Only one table was made, showing percentages. In regard to Angle’s molar relation, 89% are in Class I, 8% in Class II, 3% Class III, 9% of the athletes had overbite, 4% had underbite, 13% had overcrowding and 21% had abnormal spacing. In regard to the bite, 11% presented anterior open bite. In regard to crossbite, 7% presented unilateral crossbite on the right side and 2% on the left side; 5% presented posterior crossbite and 4% anterior crossbite. In regard to midline deviations, 4% presented deviation in the maxilla and 33% in the mandible. In regard to facial type: 39% are dolichofacial, 4% brachyfacial and 57% mesofacial. Based on the results shown, proposals for the implementation of dental, phoniatric, and Ear, Nose and Throat (ENT) practices are already being discussed with the multidisciplinary team of the club involved.

Descriptors: Malocclusion; Adolescent Development; Open Bite.

Introduction

Sports players demand much of their bodies and for this reason they must take greater care of their general and oral health. The dentist is able to offer the athletes improvement in their physical performance through the maintenance of oral health, preventing and treating changes in the stomatognathic system. To do so, it is important that the dentist make a detailed evaluation of the oral condition to detect, for example, dental malocclusions, a feature which can compromise greatly the athletes’ performance by interfering in chewing and digesting food, thus impairing the absorption of nutrients. It can also lead to loss of muscle balance, headache, problems in the temporomandibular articulation, discomfort and stress. This can make the difference in many competitions, or even
in an athlete’s career.4-8

In Brazil, there are many studies about the presence of dental malocclusions9-13 and their interference with the general health of the individual, which point out mainly the relationships that exist between malocclusions and alterations in the functions of phonoarticulation and deglutition.14,15 The importance of these researched factors to athletic performance is already shown;4,5 but studies focusing on young athletes, and the implications of this situation for their physical performance, do not yet exist. For this reason, this study intended to map the situation regarding the stomatognathic dysfunctions of young athletes, focusing on the presence of dental malocclusion. Based on this study, strategies for multidisciplinary planning and intervention, as well as organizing educational lectures, are being adopted in order to present and explain the harm of these dysfunctions to the players, coaches, and professionals involved.

**Material and Methods**

84 male athletes (football players) between the ages of 13 and 20 years, who are given housing at the club, were examined in this study. That is, they live on the premises of the Center for Athletic Development (CFA) of Cotia/SP, where they receive professional treatment in the areas of medicine, physiology, physical training, nutrition, psychology and dentistry, in addition to schooling. The free consent form is a standard part of the accommodation agreement, where the parents sign the authorization to investigate any illness that affects the young. This study was submitted to the Ethics Committee of FOUSP under the approval number FR 255627, protocol 75/2009.

The athletes involved in this study have dental records from the CFA dentist responsible for dental monitoring, nevertheless a medical history was taken to observe the oral conditions of the athletes. From there on, we sought to assess the topics for this study. A clinical examination was performed, using wooden spatulas, in which the presence of occlusal disorders was observed, taking the following topics into consideration: Angle’s molar relation (without considering the subdivisions); presence of overbite, underbite, overcrowding, abnormal spacing; anterior and posterior open bite; unilateral cross-bite on the right and left sides; bilateral crossbite; midline deviation; facial typology was also observed (mesofacial, dolichofacial, and brachyfacial). The data obtained were recorded in files identified with the name of the athlete, organized and analyzed using percentage. The possible interactions among the variables will be categorized and studied, following disclosure and discussion of the results with the multidisciplinary health team of the SPFC (São Paulo Futebol Clube). This study aimed at identifying the existence of factors that could interfere with the performance of the athletes. There was no concern, at this time, with quantifying or describing them, because each factor will be studied with the participation of the multidisciplinary team.

**Results**

In the molar relationship, analyzed according to Angle’s classification, 89% are in Class I, 8% in Class II, 3% in Class III.

Of the athletes studied, 9% showed presence of overbite, 4% of underbite, 13% of overcrowding and 21% of abnormal spacing (Figure 1).

Regarding the bite, 11% presented anterior open bite. Regarding cross-bite, 7% presented unilateral crossbite on the right side and 2% unilateral on the left side, 5% posterior crossbite and 4% anterior crossbite (Figure 2).

Regarding observations of midline deviation, 4% presented deviation in the maxilla and 33% in the mandible.

Regarding facial typology, 39% are dolichofacial, 4% brachyfacial and 57% mesofacial.

![Figure 1 - Frequency of overbite, underbite, crowding, and abnormal spacing (diastema).](image-url)
Discussion

Regarding molar relation, 11% of the athletes presented malocclusion, which can cause digestive problems and non-absorption of nutrients necessary to attain their highest degree of performance.\(^5\) When underbite, overbite, abnormal spacing and overcrowding were observed, an overall 47% occurrence of these factors was found. These can interfere with perfect occlusion, respiration, swallowing, and digestion, in addition to contributing to the occurrence of dental trauma, as other researchers have affirmed.\(^2,3,5,16,17\)

Following the rationale of the factors connected to malocclusion, 29% of the cases in the group studied were found to have open bite, bilateral or unilateral crossbite equally on the right or the left sides which lead, in addition to the disorders described so far, to postural problems in the athletes having this type of malocclusion.\(^14,15,18\) The data will be verified by the physiologists and physical therapists from the club’s health team. Regarding the presence of midline deviation, a 37% incidence was found which indicates, according to researchers, the probable presence of some masticatory alteration.\(^19,20\)

On the topic of facial typology (mesofacial, dolichofacial and brachyfacial), a prevalence of 57% of the mesofacial type can be observed, which was expected as this type is prevalent in the Brazilian population.\(^21\) The dolichofacial type presented in 39% of the sample; studies were found in the literature which report that dolichofacial patients are the most likely to develop mouth-b lowing, as they have nas al and nasopharyngeal structures that are narrower than those of patients of the other facial types.\(^22\) This fact is currently challenged by another group of researchers,\(^23\) and for this reason this work attempted to map the existence of malocclusions and, from analyzing the interaction of the assessed factors, this study was careful to involve the specialties connected to each factor since research in the area of Sports Dentistry is still rare in Brasil. Comparisons between types of sports, occurrence of stomatognathic problems and their correlation to withdrawal of the athletes from physical activity must also be considered in further studies.

It must be emphasized that in the club where this research took place, which was the basis for a series of other multidisciplinary and multiprofessional studies, the professionals directly involved with the athletes were interested and each professional, in his/her area, brought questions and suggestions for future studies, showing that dentistry can collaborate with the health of the athlete.

Conclusion

Based on the results shown, proposals for the implementation of dental, phoniatric, and Ear, Nose and Throat (ENT) practices are already being discussed with the multidisciplinary team of the club involved.
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